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Abstract— As Social media is widespread for rating system 

presently days users update share or tag photos throughout 

their visits. The geographical info set by good phone bridges 

the gap between physical and digital worlds. Location info 

functions as results of the affiliation between user’s physical 

behaviors and virtual social networks structured by the good 

phone or web services user provides ratings there to put and 

this place becomes famous the help of rating prediction and 

user is utilized social media for rating. Presently a day’s 

social media becomes widespread. We have a tendency to 

tend to project these social networks involving geographical 

data as location-based social networks (LBSNs). Such data 

brings opportunities and challenges for recommender 

systems to resolve the cold begin, exiguity disadvantage of 

datasets and rating prediction. With the increasing 

accessibility of moving-object following data, flight search is 

a lot of and a lot of vital. We have a tendency to tend to 

propose and investigate an awfully distinctive question kind 

named flight search by regions of interest (TSR query). It’s 

helpful for trip coming up with mistreatment rating and 

recommendation. We have a tendency to develop this 

technique for famous or advertising location mistreatment 

TSR queries to tackle these challenges, a series of recent 

metrics are printed to model spatial-density correlations. 

Associate economical flight search formula is developed that 

exploits higher and lower bounds to prune the search house 

that adopts a query-source selection strategy, still as 

integrates a heuristic search strategy supported priority 

ranking to schedule multiple question sources. Rating and 

Review of places introduced here, First of all user visited to 

famous places afterward user provides rating and reviews of 

these places or  it sends notification to friend or person.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When planner or any user  planning to visit a multiple places 

in associate in nursing unknown city, a mortal might just like 

the experience of previous guests. Specially, guests with 

similar interests might have visited close to landmarks that 

the user won't grasp, but might even be fascinated by, or 

others might have avoided a particular road as results of its 

unpleasant, although it's aiming to appear to be Associate in 

nursing honest various in terms of distance. The availability 

of GPS-equipped devices (e.g., vehicle navigation systems 

and smart phones) and on-line map-based services 

amendment people to capture their current location and to 

share their trajectories by suggests that of services like 

Bikely, GPS-Way-points, Share-My-Routes. Also, lots of 

social networking sites, at the side of Twitter, Four square, 

and Facebook, support the sharing of trajectories. The 

availability of big physical phenomenon information permits 

novel mobile applications. Such applications might utilize 

physical phenomenon search that finds trajectories that are 

similar in some specific sense to question parameters (a set or 

sequence of locations or regions). This type of question can 

profit trendy services, like travel planning and 

recommendation, and location-based services usually. All 

trajectories are treated constant, in spite of their frequencies 

of use. As Associate in nursing example, some less travelled 

trajectories might even be new or just less trendy as results of 

the region they are in could be a smaller quantity travelled. 

Such trajectories ought to beinterest to users. In most existing 

studies on physicalphenomenon search, the question 

parameters are a bunch or sequence of locations is circular 

and users can specify a part on a map simply by specifying 

middle and a radius 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. PAPER (1): User oriented trajectory search for trip 

recommendation. 

Ruogu Ding, propose and investigate the ways to finish and 

suggest the most effective flight to the individual, and in the 

main specialize in a unique technique named User 

homeward-bound flight Search (UOTS) question process. In 

distinction to traditional flight search by locations (spatial 

domain only), we tend to think about each abstraction and 

matter domains within the new UOTS question [1]. 

B. PAPER (2):Discovering similar multidimensional 

trajectories 

In this paper Michail Vlachos investigate the matter of 

discovering similar trajectories of moving objects. The 

mechanical phenomenon of a moving object is usually 

sculpturesque as a sequence of consecutive locations in a very 

flat (generally 2 or 3 dimensional) metric space. Such 

information sorts arise in several applications wherever the 

situation of a given object is measured repeatedly over time. 

Examples embrace options extracted from video clips, animal 

quality experiments, signing recognition, transportable usage, 

multiple attribute response curves in drug medical aid, and so 

on [2]. 

C. PAPER (3): Effective Map-matching on the Most 

Simplified Road Network 

In this paper, Kuien Liu have a tendency to propose a unique 

map-matching algorithmic program known as Pass by to 

figure on most simplified road networks. The storage size of 

digital road map in disk or memory are often greatly reduced 

once the simplification. Even underneath the foremost 

simplified state of affairs, i.e., every road phase solely 

consists of a handful of junction points and omits the other 

info of it, the experimental results on real dataset show that 

our Pass by algorithmic program considerably maintains high 

matching accuracy. Cashing in on the tiny size of map, easy 

index structure and heuristic filter strategy, Pass by improves 

matching accuracy still as potency [3]. 

D. PAPER (4): Retrieving k-nearest neighbouring 

trajectories by a set of point location 

In this paper, Yu Zheng studies a new type of query that finds 

the k Nearest Neighbouring Trajectories (k-NNT) with the 

minimum aggregated distance to a set of query points. Such 
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queries though have a broad range of applications like trip 

planning and moving object study, cannot be handled by 

traditional k-NN query processing techniques that only find 

the neighbouring points of an object. To facilitate scalable, 

flexible and effective query execution, we propose a k-NN 

trajectory retrieval algorithm using a candidate-generation-

and-verification strategy. The algorithm utilizes a data 

structure called global heap to retrieve candidate trajectories 

near each individual query point [4]. 

E. PAPER (5): Efficient Retrieval of Similar Time 

Sequences under Time Warping 

In this paper H. V. Jagadish propose two such techniques. The 

idea here is to make use of the given distance measures to 

map sequences into points in k-d space, the other technique 

we propose defines a new distance function which uniformly 

underestimates the original distance function. This function 

can be computed much faster than the original distance so that 

it can be used. The other technique we propose dense a new 

distance function which uniformly underestimates the 

original distance function. This function can be computed 

much faster than the original distance so that it can be used as 

a later to help us discard quickly non-qualifying sequences 

[5]. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We propose and investigate a novel query type named 

trajectory search by regions of interest (TSR query). Given an 

argument set of trajectories, a TSR query takes a set of 

regions of interest as a parameter and returns the trajectory in 

the argument set with the highest spatial-density correlation 

to the query regions. This type of query is useful in many 

popular applications such as trip planning and 

recommendation, and location based services in general. TSR 

query processing faces three challenges: how to model the 

spatial-density correlation between query regions and data 

trajectories, how to effectively prune the search space, and 

how to effectively schedule multiple so-called query sources. 

When planning a trip to multiple places in an unfamiliar city, 

a tourist may benefit from the experience of previous visitors. 

We propose and investigate a novel query named trajectory 

search by regions (TSR). 

In our setting, a Region is circular, and users can 

specify a region on a map simply by specifying a centre and 

a radius. Given a trajectory set T, a user provides a set of 

regions of interest as query parameters, and the TSR query 

retrieves the trajectory from T with the highest spatial-density 

correlation with the query regions. Intuitively, a trajectory 

that is spatially close to regions with many spatial objects is 

more attractive to travellers than a further-away trajectory. In 

our system user visit place, if user like that place then user 

capture image of that place and gives rating as per their 

satisfaction. While capturing image, our system gets 

geographical location of that place and allow us to share with 

friends / groups. In friend side if he/she near to that place then 

he/she get notification that “One of your friend visited that 

particular place and recommended you to visit that place”. 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

System S as a whole can be defined with the following main 

components. 

S= I, O, P, S; 

S=System 

U= user 

L= No of locations 

Input I = Input1, Input2 

Where, 

Input1=Query apply 

Input2=Algorithms for finding best location 

Procedures P= S, Pl, Qr, Sr, SL 

Where, 

S= social media. 

SL= set of locations or regions available 

pl= finding best location using social media 

Qr= query apply for selected Region among using 

trajectories. 

Sr=social media is used for giving rating and reviews and 

Recommendation 

Output O = Output1, Output2, Output3 

Where, 

Output1=Query apply for the set of Locations for Regions 

Output2=Finding best location using different Trajectories 

Output3=Giving Rating and Reviews for finding best Places 

V. ALGORITHM 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: user having different location (1......n) location 

available 

Step 3: location as node we considered here 

Step 4: Define a list, OPEN, consisting solely of a single 

node, the start nodes. 

Step 5: IF the list is empty, return failure. 

Step 6: Remove from the list the node n with the best score 

(the node where f is the minimum), and move it to a list, 

CLOSED. 

Step 7: Expand node n. 

Step 8: IF any successor to n is the goal node, return success 

and the solution (By tracing the path from the goal node to s). 

Step 9: FOR each successor node: 

a) Apply the evaluation function, f, to the node. 

b) IF the node has not been in either list, add it to OPEN. 

Step 10: looping structure by sending the algorithm back to 

the second step. 

Step 11: uniform speed search it contain set of T i.e. region 

set 
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Step 12: Returning set regions with result 

Step 13: After done this process we found best location 

Step 14: user giving rating and review to that popular places 

Step 15 Send notifications about popular place to friend 

Step 16: Recommendation of that places 

Step 17: Stop 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Splash screen 

It is splash screen in our app after installing app this screen 

open. 

 

B. User Registration 

This is user registration screen after splash screen this screen 

openit containing user information first name, last name, 

email id, address, username, password, confirmed password. 

 

C. User Login 

After user registration this screen open’s it containing 

username and password that is stored on database. That 

credentials match only when we enter correct credentials 

otherwise it return and hold current page further page cannot 

open by entering incorrect credentials. This screen also 

contain forget password tab. 

 

D. Admin Login 

This is admin Login screen it also containing credentials 

namely username and password after entering correct 

credentials it shows all information related to user and friend. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

We propose a novel problem, namely trajectory search by 

regions of interest (TSR query), that finds the trajectory with 

the highest spatial-density correlation to sequence of query 

regions. This type of query is useful in many popular 

applications such as trip planning and recommendation, and 

location based services in general. TSR is main concept of 

our system using TSR query finding popular locations. Then 

user can give rating and reviews to that popular place. To 

compute the TSR query efficiently, we develop a best-

expansion search algorithm that exploits upper bound and 

lower bounds to prune the search space and adopts a query 

source selection strategy, as well as a heuristic search strategy 

based on priority ranking to schedule multiple query sources. 

This system is useful in travels and tourist company’s or any 

user to find the best popular places over the geographical 

area. 
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